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GEORGE CONNELL

In the Beginning of the Reformation
Was the Word
For the opening chapel talk

into religious and lay, propelling the West into an ongoing

during Concordia College’s

process of secularization. By calling the Magisterium, the

Fall Symposium on the

doctrinal authority, of the Catholic Church into question, it

Reformation, past, present, and

plunged us into a crisis of uncertainty with which we still

future, I was given the daunting

live. So, what the Reformation means is still up for grabs,

assignment to say something

the game is still afoot, the curtain hasn’t yet closed.

about the Reformation in
hindsight. What happened?
Where has it taken us? When

“At its heart, the Reformation is about words.”

I received this request, I
instinctively looked for a dodge, a way out. There is a widely
told story of a conversation between Henry Kissinger and

As tempting as that evasion is, I accepted the invita-

China’s Zhou Enlai during Nixon’s trip to China in 1972.

tion to give the chapel talk (and write this essay), and so

When asked about his assessment of the French Revolution,

it’s on me to take a stab at it. What can we say about the

Zhou replied evasively, “Too early to say.” It turns out that

Reformation, even as its “long tail” continues to unfold?

Zhou had misunderstood the question as about the Paris

Our reading for the chapel homily began: “In the beginning

uprisings of 1968, just a few years prior. Nonetheless, the

was the Word…” (John 1:1). John opens his gospel with

anecdote has come to stand for the Chinese ability to take

this powerful declaration that language, speech, word is

a long view, regarding the two centuries since the French

cosmically basic, central, fundamental. Not only is the

Revolution of 1789 as too brief to reveal what that historical

Word with God, Word is God. It is who God is. John then

convulsion really means.

tells us that Word is also what God does. Echoing the

If two centuries is too short of time to say what the

opening chapters of Genesis in which God speaks the world

French Revolution means, I’m tempted to plead the same

into existence, John writes, “All things came into being

excuse as a way out of my charge to say something about

through him [the Word]” (John 1:3). Thus John opens his

the Reformation. The Reformation was clearly an earth-

Gospel, his account of the Good News of Jesus Christ, by

quake of global proportions. It shattered the unity of

naming Christ as logos, as Word.

Western Christianity, plunging Europe into long periods
of religious warfare. It challenged the division of society

While John speaks cosmically, I propose to appropriate
those same words to frame the Reformation. At its heart,
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the Reformation is about words. It is about Word capital W—

reverent, even awed attitude toward the power of language

the Word of God—the saving power of the Gospel message

to contain, to preserve, to convey messages of indescrib-

of forgiveness, reconciliation and redemption. But it is also

able importance. As institutions of higher learning, the

very much about words—lower case w—about language in

Network of ELCA Colleges and Universities stand in that

all its multifarious, powerful, dangerous grandeur.

university tradition as it was inflected by humanism. The

I was among a group of Concordia faculty and staff

start of the school year reminds us of this, not only by our

who travelled to Germany this past May to visit Luther

dressing up in medieval academic garb for the opening

sites, and the experiences of that trip still loom large as

convocation, but even more by students heading to the

I try to take stock of the Reformation. What strikes me

bookstore to pick up their books—language magically

as I look back over the places we visited is that most are

materialized—around which our educational programs

tied together by the thread of language. Our first bleary,

revolve. Our colleges and universities, like the institutions

jetlagged day was spent in Mainz, visiting the Guttenberg

out of which the Reformation emerged, are fundamentally

Museum and learning about the development of the

places of language, places where words are the currency

printing press. Before Luther, other reformers, such as

of exchange.

Jan Hus, had challenged the religious establishment, but
without a means to spread their ideas widely, their protests
(and their lives) were easily snuffed out. The Reformation

““Our colleges and universities, like the

and the printed page are, as it were, conjoined twins, born

institutions out of which the Reformation

together and profoundly connected, joined at the hip. To
paraphrase John, in the Reformation’s beginning is the
printed word.
From Mainz, we went on to Marburg, one of the great

emerged, are fundamentally places of
language, places where words are the
currency of exchange.”

German university towns, and most days of our trip
centered on one German university town or another:
Leipzig, Halle, Erfurt (where Luther himself studied), and,

Colleges are also places of debate and dispute, where

of course, Wittenberg, the university where Luther taught

words challenge other words in a struggle of ideas. At

and birthplace of the Reformation. We should never forget

Marburg, we stood in a room in the prince’s castle where

that the Reformation emerged out of a university setting.

the Marburg Colloquy took place, a debate between

These distinctive enclaves of learning—of reading, writing,

Lutherans on the one hand and Calvinists on the other.

speaking and debating, that is, of intensive exchanges of

With so much shared, there was great incentive for the

words—developed in the Middle Ages, but were undergoing

main factions of the Reformation to join together, to make

fundamental transformation in the years leading up to the

common cause against existential threats. While they

Luther, Melanchthon, Calvin, and the other reformers.

agreed on 20 out of 21 shared principles, disagreement over

After centuries of scholasticism and an exclusive use of

one principle—the proper understanding of the Eucharist—

church Latin, the rise of humanism ignited a desire to read

kept the two wings of the Reformation apart. Here we

ancient texts in their original languages—the Latin of the

see another way in which the Reformation is deeply about

heyday of Roman literature, the Greek not only of the New

words: the reformers were confessional. They insisted on

Testament but also of Greek literature and philosophy,

sharp, clear formulations of what they believed, and they

the Hebrew of the Hebrew Bible. Luther’s Reformation

took those formulations deeply seriously. These confessions

message of salvation by grace and faith developed out of

guided theological reflection as well as the faith-formation

his ongoing struggles to teach the Bible to his students at

of believers. Again, language, here language as confession,

Wittenberg. He insisted on close, careful engagement with

is at the core of Reformation faith.

original texts on readings that probed for hidden treasures
within ancient writings. So, in Luther we see vividly a

From Marburg, on to the Wartburg. After his defiant
clash with the Catholic hierarchy at Worms, Luther was
27

whisked away to Wartburg for safe keeping by Phillip

where Luther rose service after service to proclaim

of Hesse. While there, undercover as Junker George,

the Word of God was to stand at ground zero of the

Luther translated the New Testament into German in just

Reformation. While at Wittenberg, I also visited Luther’s

a few months, an accomplishment that left me dumb-

home, the former monastery, but later the home of the

founded as I stood in the room where he pulled off this

monk notoriously married to the nun, Katy. What drew me

feat. Reformation faith puts the biblical text at the center

most in Luther’s home was the dining room where Luther

of faith—sola scriptura—and so Luther worked mightily

ate with students, spending hours in lively conversation.

to make that text available to all believers. This room is

Those talks are recorded in Table Talk, and my favorite

the site of one of the most colorful stories about Luther,

Luther is the Luther of Table Talk. This is the earthy,

namely, that one night there he hurled his ink well at the

sometimes even obscene, and frequently humorous Luther

devil. Our guide told us that caretakers of the Wartburg

whose deep humanistic learning is joined to a very down

long refreshed an ink stain on the wall for the edification

to earth sensibility of his very ordinary upbringing. As we

of visitors. But I prefer to read the story figuratively rather

read the frank, good-humored, exchanges of Luther and

than literally. It was by translating the Bible, which was

his students, we see language at its best, as the medium

then printed with ink, that Luther attacked the devil.

that binds us together.

After the Wartburg, on to Bach sites, Eisenach,

The chapel theme at Concordia College this semester

and later Leipzig. Bach embodies the crucial musical

is “seeking community.” Without words, without language,

dimension of the Reformation tradition. Holy words joined

there is no human community. How fitting: Luther saw

to powerful music and sung in congregational worship

worship as comprising two main elements: word and

takes language to a whole new level, and we were lucky

sacrament, proclaiming the gospel message in the

to experience that transcendent combination a number

presence of the communion table. In similar manner, he

of times during our trip.

joined word and shared meal around his own table.
In closing, I’ll note that the Reformation shows us the
power of the word, but also its dangers. The image of Luther

“To stand in the very church where Luther

standing up to the church hierarchy at Worms, declaring

rose service after service to proclaim the

“Here I stand, I can do no other,” is the iconic moment of

Word of God was to stand at ground zero
of the Reformation.”

the Reformation. It embodies word standing up to power,
meaning standing up to might, reason standing up to force.
John Lewis will soon visit our campus. The story of the
American civil rights movement is a similar story of moral
courage in the face of overwhelming institutional power.

And finally to Wittenberg itself, birthplace of the

Through expressive words, their speeches, and expres-

Reformation. Wittenberg, a small, rather peripheral town,

sive actions, such as the Selma March, they changed the

no longer home to a university, nonetheless resonates

course of history just as Luther’s expressive words and

with the powerful words uttered here. As a university, it

actions changed history. But words also wound. As we

was where Luther worked his way as a teacher toward

read Luther’s painful words about the Jews and about the

his retrieval of the gospel message. It is the town where

peasants’ uprising, we are chastened to remember that

Luther composed and released his 95 theses, a short text

words can do just as much damage as they can do good.

whose consequences are still unfolding. And above all,

And so, we can say of the Reformation that, in its

it is the town where Luther preached. While he purport-

beginning was the word. Word is also the Reformation’s

edly nailed his theses to the door of the castle church

legacy to us as well as its imperative to us. Perhaps that

in Wittenberg, Luther preached in the city church. The

imperative is nowhere more succinctly expressed than

Reformation elevated preaching, the service of the word,

Ephesians 4:15: “Speak the truth in love.”

to centrality in worship, so to stand in the very church
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